January 30, 2016 OBA Quarterly meeting - Notes
at Mary McCarty’s community rec center in Oregon City

In attendance:

Janene Walkky
Jane Levy Campbell
Kip Nordstrom
Mary McCarty
Aislinn Adams)
Carol Putnam
Janet Parker
Karen Tillou
Tina Lange
Dorothy Krogh *
Karyn Bassett *
Alice Debo *
* new members
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Announcements:

• Membership: Everyone renewing membership was asked to have their dues paid by the end of January (today) Checks for
$25 to be made out to Janene Walkky, or she can accept payment via PayPal through jswalkky@yahoo.com.
• Sketchbook Share - please check in with Janene as to whether or not you’ve paid up your share of the shared postage costs
($20 per participating member)
• Big News - OBA will be sponsoring a workshop on October 21st, 22nd and 23rd with Shevaun Doherty and Dianne
Sutherland from the UK. They will jointly teach painting an autumn collection of leaves, berries, nuts and/or twigs on
vellum for beginners as well as those experienced with vellum. It will be held at Mary McCarty’s rec center in Milwaukie,
OR. Stay tuned for more information!
• Dawn Hummell will be giving a talk at the YGP show on February 14th, on 20 top small trees for gardens.
• Janet Parker will give a presentation / demo at the Chinese Garden on Saturday, March 19th. More info coming soon.
• Catherine Alexander is now the Director of the Straub Environmental Center is Salem. Congratulations to Catherine!
We’re eager to hear more about it.
• Janet is seeking help with finding Brown’s Peony and Beargrass to study this year. Asked for suggestions of good locations
- i.e. places she can get to without extreme physical effort, and can get to again and again.... (Responding to this, Aislinn
offered a to lead a native plant hike this spring, and other recommendations were to consult the Oregon Flora Project,
check in with Jeanne Debons, and look into Iron Mountain.) To be continued!
• Janene mentioned our OBA Forum on Facebook, which is just for members. Thanks so much Janene, for figuring this out
and making it possible for everyone to weigh in on all things OBA, as well as to see the progress of the Sketchbook Sharing
project as it unfolds over the next year-plus. Members who have a FB page can go to
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1682962438611273/ and request to be a member of the forum.
• Aislinn talked a bit about the Straub Center and is excited about changes she expects Catherine to introduce there. (She checked
with Catherine about our proposed date for the next Quarterly meeting - to be held at Straub - and we are good to go.)
• Aislinn mentioned an interesting upcoming exhibition that should be of interest to members: ASBA Call for Entries: “Out
of the Woods” - Celebrating Trees in Public Gardens. Submission Deadline is April 28th, 2017.
Here’s a link to more information - https://www.asba-art.org/exhibitions/out-woods

• And because it came up, here’s a link to the Portland Parks Dept., site where you can find a map and other data about the
trees in your neighborhood. Scroll down, find your neighborhood on the chart, and have fun!
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/parks/article/433143#plans_and_reports
• We had a healthy turnout of people bringing artwork in to share with the group. My only personal regret is that I didn’t
get to spend much quality time looking, and talking to the various artists about the pieces they brought. This may be
something we include in future meetings (for those who’re interested), as part of the members’ share section, so that we
all get to spend some time focusing on these pieces, and talking about them a bit. Among those who brought in work,
were new member, Alice Debo with a portfolio of several large, lovely pen and ink studies; Karen Tillou with a beautifully
rendered graphite Toucan, and a colored pencil study of a cactus or succulent; Janene brought a watercolor on vellum
piece in progress, of a curling fall leaf; Mary McCarty showed a gorgeous graphite birds’ nest; Janet brought an in-progress
curling fall leaf done in colored pencil. I also remember a small stack of very graphic studies of plants, but I didn’t get a
chance to even find out who did them. Going forward - feel free to label your work and / or talk about what you brought
in, as your part of the members’ share. (If I missed mentioning your piece, just let me know and I’ll be happy to correct the
notes and send a revised version!)
I want to mention, too, that Alice Debo offered to help those interested, with working with Photoshop on their scans.
(Thank you, Alice!)

Members’ mini presentations:
Janene Walkky gave an introduction to vellum, sharing books including a beautiful History of Illuminated Manuscripts,
and Rory McEwen’s book, The Colours of Reality. She talked about different kinds of vellum. Kelmscott is a type of vellum
made in England by the William Cowley family. Janene brought in a beautiful fall leaf she’s working on, on a large sheet
of Kelmscott vellum that’s practically flawless. She sometimes uses a company called Talas to purchase her vellum. And
sometimes a NY state-based company called Pergomena, which also processes animal skins for artists’ use. She brought
some small samples of different types of vellum and passed them around so we could all get a feel of the material.
A tip for helping your vellum relax: Bring it into the bathroom with you when you’re taking a shower and let it soak up
the steam for a 1/2 hour or so. Then lay it flat with weights on top of it. Store it under foam core, flat, in a drawer. She uses
pumice powder in an old sock to clean it. This is best done outdoors (in good weather), and wearing a mask.
Janene uses a hard graphite pencil (3H or 4H) to coat one side of a sheet of tracing paper with graphite to create the
“carbon paper” to transfer her drawing to vellum. Karen Tillou mentioned that she uses a softer graphite pencil in this
method, and then uses a cotton pad soaked with rubbing alcohol to set it, so that it won’t smear.
To erase or clean edges she uses a very fine sandpaper.
For more about vellum, Janene suggested checking out articles in the ASBA journal by Kate Nessler and Denise WalserKolar, and also looking at Diane Sutherland’s blog on the subject. Janene based her talk on two blog posts so you can check
them out here, and get the links to the other articles she mentioned:
http://jswbotanicalart.com/2015/07/getting-started-on-vellum/ http://jswbotanicalart.com/2015/07/painting-on-vellum/
Janene sometimes uses a scalpel for corrections, by scraping the surface of the vellum, then using the pumice pad to
smooth it out. Pumice polishing powder can be ordered on Amazon.
.................................................................................
Aislinn Adams gave a presentation on a print-making workshop she did with Barbara Mason and partners at the Meridian
Atelier printing studio in Portland last year. She showed several proofs, of two different pen and ink drawings she’d made,
using the solar-plate etching process. In this method, one takes a piece of original art created in pen & ink (ideally) or
graphite, and makes a good copy of it onto acetate. (This can be done at Kinko’s.) It’s important that it’s a good strong,
clean copy, because if there are any streaks, or weak spots, those will transfer to the plate, and therefore, to your prints. The
acetate is laid over the prepared printing plate, and in this case is placed in a lightbox where the light exposure is the vehicle
for etching the image into the printing plate. Aislinn said that originals created in pen & ink were probably best suited to
this process, but she also saw some people using works done originally in graphite that produced good results.
We’re hoping to have Barbara Mason come to our next Quarterly meeting - April 24th, in Salem - to give us an afternoon
workshop on the process. This might also include some time for people to work on pieces that could be turned into
printing subjects. More on this soon.
For those interested, there are a number of Youtube videos showing the solar-plate etching process. And here’s a link to a
website by Dan Weldon, a master printer who invented the process: http://www.solarplate.com/
.................................................................................

New member, Dorothy Krogh brought in 2 beautiful books to share with the group.
The first, The Armchair Book of Gardens, is a collection of prose and images “exploring gardens from many angles,
capturing their sensual, spiritual, aesthetic, social, and even political dimensions”. Writer / Editor Jane Billinghurst now
lives in Anacortes, WA., surrounded by water-wise perennials and deer-resistant natives, with no lawn to speak of.
“The perimeter of my garden I leave a bit wild, which is how the birds like it. Every year they plant more salmonberries,
thimbleberries, and Nootka rose. I leave some and edit the rest.”
The second, The Trees in My Forest is by Bernd Heinrich. Heinrich is a prolific nature writer (who I’d never heard of). This
book was both written and illustrated by Heinrich, and is filled with charming sketches. Highly recommended!
Here’s a part of one of the reviews of this book posted on Goodreads: “Wonderful read. Heinrich’s stories of his
investigations in his forest show us how a scientist figures things out. He watches buds develop, measures acorns, and
wonders about the growth patterns of trees. It’s all personal, intimate, and through his observations of this one patch of
forest Heinrich explains a great deal of forest ecology in action. It’s careful, detailed. And then his feelings of scorn and
anger emerge when he looks at the way forest management practices permit tree plantations.
.................................................................................
Janet Parker wanted to bring everyone’s attention to the ASBA’s quarterly journal, The Botanical Artist, and today, in
particular to its recurring column, called, “No Really, That’s How I Do It”, which features unique, expert advice on a wide
range of topics, given by the top botanical artists working today. An index of these columns was begun by ASBA board
member Libby Kyer several years ago - a really useful tool for gathering all of these mini-tutorials in one place - which
Janet has updated to include all columns up to the most recent, published in December 2015. A 2-page pdf of this info is
attached to the notes for your use. For all ASBA members, every issue of The Botanical Artist is available to peruse online.
.................................................................................
Sketchbook Exchange (aka The Sisterhood of the Traveling Paints): The day was such a blur that I hope I don’t forget
anyone in recounting the sketchbooks that were shared! (And please let me know if I do - I’ll correct it!)
I know I brought mine. Kip brought hers with a beautiful pinecone rendered as both a graphite value study and a
watercolor study. Laura Shea sent hers with me (to pass along to Janene), Janene had just mailed hers to Rebecca in New
Zealand. Jane brought hers, filled with a wide range of sketches of camellias, done in several different mediums, which
seemed to me the very best example of the way to use the sketchbooks and the project - a fearless, fun exploration. Laura’s
is spectacular too - with a handmade cover of copper flashing drawn with dancing oak leaves, her interior pages continuing
the oak theme with branches and acorns, followed by a red kuri squash. Stay tuned to the OBA Facebook page, as people
begin to post their images and their process on this fun project.
.................................................................................

Planning Meeting:
We decided on the dates for the rest of the year’s Quarterly meetings, and they are:
Saturday, April 23rd - Portland, at Mary’s rec center.
I will check with Barbara Mason to confirm her interest in and availability to present a solar plate presentation / workshop
for us that afternoon. (And for those interested, we’d schedule a separate workshop AT Meridian Atelier with Barbara, for
another day, or two...)
Saturday, July 23 - Kip offered an idea we liked for staying in Portland for this meeting. (It’s too hot at Mary’s in summer)
We meet for the early part at Kip’s garden in Lake Oswego, and for the afternoon part, those interested could go for a hike
at Tryon Creek Park nearby, or stay and sketch in Kip’s garden.
Saturday, September 24 - Salem - the Straub Environmental Center. (Aislinn has an ok from Catherine Alexander for
this date.)
Some things relating to our meetings included, who and how to handle the breakfast. The unanimous solution going
forward is to ask everyone to bring a potluck to the meetings, to take care of breakfast and lunch needs for the day.
And the members’ shares have been great. We definitely plan to continue them, but we’re seeing the same faces and would
love to have some new presenters!

Some ideas for future afternoon workshop portions included:
• Drawing with paint (Jane)
• How to Loosen Up! and do it with a pen! (Aislinn)
• Musical Plants or round-robin sketches (or sketchbook) - In this, each person brings in a smallish subject - small enough
that you can hold it in your hand - and we do quick studies of each subject, taking turns, and passing along to the next
person, in a medium you can’t erase.
• Color exploration in watercolor - Take 3 primary colors and make a swatch chart using combinations of just these 3 colors.
• How do you decide your work is finished? How do you finish it? What decides your framing materials? (Dorothy)
• Linocuts led by Dorota (Janene) This might be an afternoon, a day, or a weekend, depending on what Dorota needs.

Some ideas for future weekend workshops included:
• Invite Kathleen McKeehan here (from Seattle) to teach a weekend workshop on basic watercolor technique. Or maybe
one on painting bugs! (Janene)
• Marjorie Leggitt - pen and ink workshop (Karen Tillou)
• Susan Rubin - colored pencil workshop or - perspective and light on form (Karen T)
• Lynn Kitagawa for a pen & ink workshop
• Sara Simblett? for the ink wash brush technique she uses!
• Do a workshop on Composition
• A workshop on how to create repeating patterns (Karen Tillou could lead this - or Susan Rubin)

Some ideas that could work as either future quarterly meetings, or as field trips in lieu of a
monthly meeting:
• A meeting (in good weather) at Connie Ratti’s combined with Hughes Water Garden nursery next door. (Connie reported
to the group at Jane’s on Wednesday, Feb 3, that the water garden would be very eager to have us.)
• We bandied about several ideas for destinations outside of Portland and more convenient to Salem folks. Including Bush
Pasture Park, Silver Falls, The Oregon Garden....
• Dorota’s earlier suggestions of 1) a Saddle Mountain excursion in July for a look at endemic species in bloom then, and 2)
a possible meeting in Seaside.
The meeting wrapped at 3:30. A blur of people helping to put things away, clean up and return tables and chairs to their
original places made it possible for us all to be out by 3:45, leaving the rec center in very good shape for the next guests.
Thanks everyone for pitching in to make it a really great meeting and great day.

No Really, That’s How I Do It - Index continued....
Volume 20, Issue 1, March 2014
Unique Graphite Techniques - Heeyoung Kim
Volume 20, Issue 2, June 2014
This issue doesn’t carry this column!
Volume 20, Issue, 3, Sept 2014
Creating luminous depth - balancing transparent washes
with a delicate dry brush technique. Akiko Enokido and
Susan Cumins
Volume 20, Issue 4, Dec 2014
Capturing Tiny Forms - Creating convincing volume
in our smallest shapes. By Carrie di Costanzo, Jean
Emmons, and Denise Walser-Kolar
Volume 21, Issue 1 March 2015
Gently breathing life into a static botanical subject. By
John Gist.
Volume 21, Issue 2, June 2015
A simple approach to color. Susan T. Fisher de-mystifies
th emixing process, one color at a time

Volume 18, Issue 1, Mar 2012
Hillary Parker, her studio, her methods and her watercolor
technique
Volume 18, Issue 2, June 2012
Geometric composition, and painting acorns. Helen Allen
Volume 18, Issue 3, Sept. 2012
Creating botanical art of a plant’s full life cycle.
Heeyoung Kim. (this is great!)
Volume 18, issue 4 Dec 2012
Scientific drawings using dried herbarium material
Anit Walsmit-Sachs
Volume 19, Issue 1, Mar 2013
Painting on black, for drama. Esther Klahne
Volume 19, Issue 2, June 2013
Merging Traditional and Digital Art in Botanical Illustration
- Alice Tangerini. Alice is the staff illustrator for the
Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History.
Volume 19, Issue 3, Sept 2013
Basics of Painting on Vellum. By Denise Walser-Kolar
(really good - easy to follow.)
Volume 19, Issue 4, Dec 2013
The JPP Method. Using masking fluid for an exquisite study
of a Japanese maple leaf. By John Pastoriza-Pinol

Volume 21, Issue 3, September 2015
Traveling with art - Taking your art on the road? A bit of
practical advice, by Maria Cecilia Freeman
Volume 21, Issue 4, Dec 2015
Drawing from herbarium specimens. Understanding
plant morphology and all that happens before ink meets
paper. By Leslie Randall

Just a select few inspiring pages
from Jane Levy Campbell’s
traveling sketchbook!

And a few more inspiring pages from Laura Shea’s traveling sketchbook!

